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a b s t r a c t 

Cloud phase is one of the important parameters of weather and climate research and core elements of 

atmospheric cloud parametric inversion. The accuracy of its recognition directly influences the inversion 

precision of cloud optical thickness, spherical albedo, effective particle radius, ice/liquid water content 

and other parameters. In this paper, we combine with cloud phase products of spaceborne multi-angle 

polarimetric radiometer, polarized laser radar, and millimeter wave radar. Next, we put forward a Dy- 

namic Spatial Optimal Fusion (DSOF) algorithm. In this algorithm we construct the spatial optimal fu- 

sion rules of Cloud Top Phase (CTP) for multi-source data. Finally, we realize the cloud phase spatial 

fusion using these rules. We used the typhoon “Lupit” as the research object and verified this method. 

The standard deviations are 4.67%, 7.18%, 40.14% and 36.51%, respectively, compared the results of fused 

CTP to that of CALIPSO, CloudSat, POLDER3 and MODIS. The fusion results are most close to the CTP of 

CALIPSO. The results show that this method can effectively achieve multi-source cloud phase inversion, 

and provide new technology for the development and data synergy of spaceborne multi-sensor satellite. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Clouds are the key factor influencing global weather and cli-

mate change and play a very important role in atmospheric energy

exchange, earth radiation budget an d hydrological cycle [1,2] . The

study of cloud macrophysical, microphysical, and optical properties

and their spatial-temporal variations will help to improve and en-

hance the atmospheric circulation and weather prediction model

[3] . Cloud phase usually refers to the thermodynamic form of cloud

particles (ice/water phase). The scattering and absorption proce-

dure of cloud particles are clearly different under various physical

states, and the phase change is accompanied by the complicated

thermodynamic transformational process. As a core parameter of

clouds, the accurate identification of cloud phase can not only help

to realize the inversion of other cloud microphysical characteris-

tics but also enhance the understanding of global weather system

evolution. In addition, the aircraft is easy to freeze through super-

cool clouds. The icing accumulation will change the aerodynamic

performance of aircraft and affect the flight safety. However, cloud

phase is conducive to accurately determine supercool clouds, and

reduce the risk of icing. In the field of weather and meteorological
∗ Corresponding author. 
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rediction, cloud phase can improve the initial field of correspond-

ng numerical models, and also can check and correct the predict-

ng results. Furthermore, it is helpful for determining the coverage

rea of clouds, fog, and precipitation, and enhance the accurate un-

erstanding and prediction of weather and climate change rules. 

With the development of satellite remote sensing technology,

any advanced sensors had been launched. These sensors enriched

he data sources to study the changing process of cloud physics

rom the global scale. According to the different way of emitting

nd receiving energy, remote sensing technology is usually divided

nto passive and active method. In recent decades, many scholars

ad proposed a variety of cloud phase inversion methods for differ-

nt satellite sensors [4–7] . Ackerman et al. [8] studied the optical

roperties of cirrus using airborne High-spectral resolution Inter-

erometer Sounder (HIS) instrument and ground laser radar, and

rst proposed a trispectral method of cloud phase inversion based

n thermal infrared (8, 11, 12 μm) band. Strabala et al. [9] fur-

her studied trispectral method using airborne MODerate resolu-

ion Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument and found the

ce and water clouds can accurately be distinguished in 8.5, 11 and

2 μm channels, but it is easy to misjudge the phase of thin clouds.

aum et al. [10] presented a bispectrum cloud phase operational

lgorithm based on airborne MODIS data and used the bright-

ess temperature difference between the 8.5 and 11 μm channel to

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2018.11.010
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jqsrt
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jqsrt.2018.11.010&domain=pdf
mailto:xbsun@aiofm.ac.cn
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2018.11.010
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dentify the cloud phase. In the International Satellite Cloud Clima-

ology Project (ISCCP), Rossow et al. [11] identify the cloud phase

y the 11 μm brightness temperature difference of the Advanced

ery High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor data. King et al.

12] compared the near-infrared (1.6, 2.1 μm) reflectivity and visi-

le (0.66 μm) channel of spaceborne MODIS, and achieved recog-

ition of cloud phase by ratio threshold method, but it is difficult

o thin cirrus. A large number of aeronautical polarization exper-

ments have found that cloud particles show different polarized

adiative characteristics with different scattering angle. The liquid

roplets show the main polarized rainbow near the 140 ° scattering

ngle [1,13] . On the contrary, the polarized radiation of ice particles

ecreases with scattering angle increasing. Goloub et al. [13] pro-

osed the operational cloud phase recognition algorithm of POLar-

zation and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances (POLDER) us-

ng the polarized characteristics of clouds. Furthermore, he found

 good consistency compared with ground-based lidar measure-

ents. However, when the cirrus optical thickness is less than

, the cirrus above the multilayer clouds will be misclassified as

ater clouds. Riédi et al. [14] combined three different methods

POLDER polarization algorithm, MODIS thermal infrared bispec-

ral algorithm and MODIS shortwave infrared bispectral algorithm)

o realize synergetic inversion of CTP. He replaced the traditional

iscrete classification (liquid, ice, and mixed phase) to a semi-

ontinuous index. This method is expected to be conducive to the

ssimilation and modeling of global cloud properties derived from

atellite data. 

Spaceborne active remote sensing mainly includes laser and

icrowave detecting ways. The National Aeronautics and Space

dministration (NASA) had launched the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and

nfrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) and CloudSat

atellite, which carrying Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Po-

arization (CALIOP) and Cloud Profile Radar (CPR) sensors re-

pectively. These sensors are used for synergistic cloud observa-

ion. Hu et al. [15] improved the depolarization ratio algorithm

sing CALIOP data. He recognized particle random oriented ice

louds, horizontal oriented ice clouds and water clouds using a 2-

imensional (2-D) threshold. Then he separated water clouds from

article horizontal oriented ice clouds by using the spatial correla-

ion technology. Wang et al. [16] presented operational cloud phase

dentification of CloudSat combined with CALIPSO data. It is accu-

ate to precipitation cloud detection and effective to the top of thin

louds and multilayer clouds. Cho et al. [17] compared MODIS in-

rared cloud phase information with CALIOP product. It shows that

ost of the opaque middle-temperature clouds are divided into

nknown or mixed phase. However, it is invalid for transparent

louds. 

The cloud phase inversion of single sensor has its own limita-

ions restricted by the single performance of the instrument. The

ulti-sensor synergistic inversion is mainly focused on horizontal

r vertical directional combination. The combination of horizontal

nd vertical direction is relatively less on retrieving cloud phase

rom 3-dimensional (3-D) space. With the operation of “A-Train”

atellites in orbit, it becomes possible to synergistic inversion of

loud phase based on multi-sensor detection information, and the

nversion of cloud phase space cooperation can break through the

raditional single recognition method, and collaborative processing

ith a variety of techniques. Furthermore, it can provides a new

echnology for atmospheric collaborative observation and retrieval,

nd provide new solutions for climate change, weather change, ar-

ificial intervention weather, extreme meteorological disaster pre-

ention and aircraft flight safety. This paper carried out collab-

rative processing of horizontal and vertical direction based on

he satellite polarization (POLDER), laser (CALIPSO) and microwave

CloudSat) data, and construct spatial synergistic inversion process

nd algorithm which will provide methods and technical support
or synergistic inversion of cloud properties and future satellite

pace exploration. 

The CALIOP, CPR, POLDER3, and MODIS sensors have their own

haracters with different transmitting and receiving energy. The

ain cloud phase inversion algorithms of different sensors are in-

roduced. Section 2 discusses the main data characteristics of dif-

erent instruments, and we have a brief introduction to the infor-

ation of different operational products. A multidimensional DSOF

lgorithm is developed in Section 3 . The spatial synergistic meth-

ds of cloud phase from horizontal and vertical direction are es-

ablished with multi-objective fuzzy rules. The results and analysis

re presented in Section 4 . Discussion and conclusions are given in

ection 5 . 

. Data 

.1. POLDER3 

France had launched the Polarization and Anisotropy of Re-

ectance for Atmospheric Science coupled with Observations from

 Lidar (PARASOL) satellite in December 2004, loaded POLDER3,

s a part of “A-Train” satellites. POLDER3 is multi-spectral, multi-

irectional and multi-polarized imaging radiometer [18] . When

ARASOL passes over the objects, the radiometer can acquire 16

ifferent images from visible and near-infrared spectral bands [19] .

ompared to the ocean and land surface, the polarized characters

f clouds and aerosols [20,21] are more sensitive to the observ-

ng angle. The polarized characters of clouds depend mainly on

he shape and size of cloud particles. With the change of scattering

ngle the polarized reflectance of water clouds have an obvious in-

rease called primary rainbow (140 °) and the ice clouds have pre-

ented diminishing values. These features are used to discriminate

he water clouds and ice clouds [22–24] . 

The French National Space Research Center (CNES) provides

hree level products. All products can be downloaded from the

CARE website ( www.icare.univ-lille1.fr ). The level 2 products is

ivided into three independent processes referred to as the land

urfaces, the ocean, and the Radiation Budget (RB). The RB prod-

cts obtained the parameters of cloud coverage area such as cloud

hase, optical thickness, oxygen pressure, albedo, etc. The level 2

roducts use medium resolution grid which approximately equal to

 × 3 POLDER pixels ( Fig. 1 ). The data structure of level 2 is com-

osed of four data domains and ancillary description. The cloud

hase is stored in the 2-D table named cloud_phase. We know that

he POLDER3 cloud phase index is coded with values ranging from

 to 255 because the index is derived using various tests. The un-

bserved area is filled with 255, 254 indicate missing values, 240

ndicate clear sky region, 230–239 indicate the undetermined re-

ion, 200–229 indicate mixed phase, 100–199 indicate ice phase,

–99 indicate water phase. 

.2. CALIPSO 

The CALIPSO had been launched on April 28, 2006, as a part of

A-Train’, equipped with the CALIOP sensor by NASA and the Cen-

re National d’Études Spatiales (CNES). There are four level prod-

cts such as Level 1B, Level 1.5, Level 2, and Level 3. The product

arameters are radar depolarization ratio, aerosol optical thickness,

loud top height, backscattering coefficient, Vertical Feature Mask

VFM), cloud type, etc. The cloud phase recognition of CALIOP is

ealized by using the lidar linear depolarization ratios of clouds

25–27] . The cloud phase is stored in the VFM of Level 2 with

DF format. From the Atmospheric Science Data Center (ASDC) of

ASA, we can get the CAL_LID_L2_VFM-ValStage1 data free ( https:

/eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/order-data ). 

http://www.icare.univ-lille1.fr
https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/order-data
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Fig. 1. Horizontal resolutions for POLDER3, MODIS, CloudSat and CALIPSO, where gray boxes represent 5.3 × 6.2 km 

2 POLDER3, 1 × 1 km 

2 boxes represent MODIS pixel, blue 

ellipses are 1.1 km CloudSat profiles, and purple dashed lines are CALIPSO shots with 333 m horizontal resolution. 
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The VFM product have the “Feature_Classification_Flags” pa-

rameter which stores a series of cloud and aerosol characteristic

value composed of 16-bit unsigned integer. The effective range of

value is 1–49,146. The different feature types are stored in differ-

ent digits, 1–3 bit is stored feature types, 4–5 bit is stored quality

of feature type, 6–7 bit is stored ice/water phase, 8–9 bit is stored

quality of ice/water phase, 10–12 bit is stored feature subtype, 13

bit is stored quality of cloud/aerosol/polar stratospheric cloud type,

14–16 bit is stored mean of detecting horizontal resolution. The

range of cloud phase value is 0–3, 0 is the unknown or not de-

termined, 1 is ice phase, 2 is water phase, and 3 is mixed phase. 

2.3. CloudSat 

CloudSat was launched on a Delta Ⅱ rocket with CALIPSO to-

gether. The main instrument on CloudSat is a Cloud Profiling Radar

(CPR) of 94 GHz. The purpose of CloudSat mission is to measure

vertical structure of clouds and observe precipitation. The experts

of CloudSat Science team have developed the scientific algorithms

and software tool for the CloudSat Products [28] . The Data Process-

ing Center (DPC) will provide 18 types of standard products such

as 1B-CPR, 2B-GEOPROF, 2B-FLXHR, 2B-CLDCLASS, 2B-CLDCLASS-

LIDAR, etc. Now, all products can be downloaded from the Univer-

sity of Colorado’s official website ( www.cloudsat.cira.colostate.edu ),

and we get the 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR data from the CloudSat Data

Process Center (DPC). 

Although CALIPSO Level 2 products provides water or ice cloud

feature, the backscatter signals of lidar are easily affected by mul-

tiple scattering [29] of cloud particles in multi-layer clouds. A reli-

able method combining CPR and CALIOP was developed to identify

multi-layer cloud phase and can avoid the limitations of lidar. The

2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR is produced by using the combined method.

The cloud phase data is stored in a 3-D table. The effective range

of CloudSat cloud phase values is marked from 0 to 3 with differ-

ent cloud layer (0 is unknown or undetermined, 1 is the ice phase,

2 is the mixed phase, and 3 is the water phase). 

2.4. MODIS 

The MODIS sensors were launched by NASA in 1999 and 2002

loaded by the Terra and Aqua satellite respectively. The instru-

ments can capture data in 36 spectral bands ranging in wavelength
rom 0.4 to 14.4 μm. It can provide cloud boundaries, cloud proper-

ies, ocean color, aerosols, surface temperatures, cloud phase, and

ther information. It can be used for long-term global observa-

ions of the Earth’s surface, biosphere, solid earth, atmosphere,

nd oceans. The team of MODIS scientists is divided into 4 dis-

iplines, the atmosphere, the land, the ocean and the calibration

roup. There are six Level 2 atmosphere products collected from

wo platforms (Terra and Aqua). The cloud products are assigned

n 8-character data type named MOD06_L2 (Terra) and MYD06_L2

Aqua). The MODIS cloud phase products can be downloaded from

he Atmosphere Archive & Distribution System (LAADS) of NASA. At

rst, Strabala et al. [9] developed a trispectral infrared technique

8.5, 11, 12 μm) for cloud phase discrimination. Then this method

as reduced to a bispectral technique (8.5, 11 μm) for MODIS in

ollection5. The infrared phase was divided into four categories

water, ice, mixed phase, and undetermined). The range of nu-

erical values is from 0 to 6 in MODIS cloud phase product, 0

s the cloud-free region, 1 is water clouds, 2 is ice clouds, 3 is

ixed phase clouds, and 6 is the undetermined phase [7] . Some

esearchers have found transparent thin cirrus may not be identi-

ed as ice clouds in infrared band and supercooled water or mixed

hase clouds will lose effectiveness in recent years [17,30] . The

ixed and undetermined phase of MODIS are combined into un-

ertain phase in Collection 6. 

. Methods 

There are diverse structures and dimensions from the polariza-

ion, laser, and microwave satellite data. The data of different di-

ensions need to be unified in the same dimensional space. In or-

er to carry out the operation of ascending and reducing dimen-

ion, the following mathematical definitions need to be made ac-

ording to the related theory of subspace and tensor algebra [31] .In

he n-dimensional (n-D) Euclidean space R 

n system, an arbitrary di-

ensional spatial vector can be converted to high or low dimen-

ional spatial vector, the transformation process is called ascending

imension and reducing dimension, with the symbol = ↑ and = ↓ ,

espectively. 

We define: In the 2-D Euclidean space R 

2 , if there is 2-D vector

et { A , B , C }, there must be a 3-D vector D in 3-D Euclidean space

 

3 , and meet D = ↓ αA + βB + γC + ω, where A , B , C are the same

roperty dataset of three sensors, α, β, γ are weight coefficients

ataset, ω is transformation constant. 

http://www.cloudsat.cira.colostate.edu
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the DSOF algorithm for cloud top phase. 
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The CALIPSO, CloudSat, PARASOL are sun-synchronous orbit

atellites and have the same orbit height. The time interval is short

o observe the same ground target, the characteristics of earth and

tmospheric targets can be regarded as unchanged. We consider

hat three sensors (POLDER3, CALIOP, and CPR) are same linear

pace, so the data can be processed in spatial synergism. 

We set up the spatial synergistic fusion rules of cloud phase

rom horizontal direction based on above consideration. The phase

f cloud top is different from three sensors in the horizontal direc-

ion. Therefore, a DSOF algorithm is established in order to realize

he cloud top phase fusion ( Fig. 2 ). 

We assume the cloud phase of three satellites (CALIPSO, Cloud-

at, and PARASOL) in 2-D space are P A , P B , P C , respectively. The

usion cloud phase in 3-D space is D 3 . it can be obtained by the

ollowing formula: 

 3 = ↓ αP A + βP B + γP C + � (1)

here A , B, C are the sensors of CALIPSO, CloudSat, and PARA-

OL, respectively, α, β, γ are weight coefficients of cloud phase of

ifferent sensor, ϖ is transformation constant. 

We reduce the dimension of cloud phase by formula 1 with

rojection transformation, and the fusion CTP of three sensors in

he 2-D space is expressed as F min by replacing D 3 in 3-D space.

e select CALIPSO CTP with the highest resolution as the bench-

ark. Then we search the matching value by find the nearest loca-

ion (latitude and longitude) in other two 2-D spatial cloud phase

ata, and get the new CloudSat and PARASOL CTP data. 

 

P A = P A 

P B = ‖ 

P B ‖ nearest 

P C = ‖ 

P C ‖ nearest 

(2) 

From above operation, we get three sensor’s CTP dataset

 P A ,P B ,P C } in 2-D space under the same resolution. In order to re-

lize the fusion of CTP, the dynamic fusion rule of multiple targets
s established, which is defined as follows: 
 

F min = a P A + b P B + c P C + � 

a + b + c = 1 

0 ≤ a ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 , � = 0 

(3) 

here P A , P B , P C are cloud phase inversion results of CALIPSO,

loudSat, and PARASOL, respectively. a, b, c are the weight coeffi-

ient’s value of cloud phase of three sensors in the fusion process,

nd meet a ∈ α, b ∈ β, c ∈ γ . 

Because the weight coefficient is dynamic, the fusion process

s more complicated. The change of the coefficients will lead to

ertain differences in the results of the fused cloud phase. In order

o optimize the dynamic fusion algorithm, we construct a spatial

ptimal fusion rules. The rules are established as followed: 

a) When a = 1 and b = c = 0, the fusion phase F min only represents

CALIPSO CTP from the formula 3. When a = c = 0 and b = 1, the

fusion phase F min only represents CloudSat CTP, while a = b = 0

and c = 1, the fusion phase F min only represents PARASOL CTP; 

b) If P A = P B = P C and a = b = c = 1/3, the fusion phase

F min = aP A + bP B + cP C = P A ; 

c) If P A = P B � = P C and a = b = 1/2, c = 0, the fusion phase

F min = aP A + bP B = P A . Or, if P A � = P B = P C and b = c = 1/2, a = 0,

the fusion phase F min = bP B + cP C = P B . Or, if P A = P C � = P B and

a = c = 1/2, b = 0, the fusion phase F min = aP A + cP C = P C . 

d) If P A � = P B � = P C and a, b, c are arbitrary nonnegative real

numbers ( a ∈ [0, 1], b ∈ [0, 1], c ∈ [0, 1]), then the fusion

results are computed by F min = aP A + bP B + cP C . When �F min =
Minimum ( ‖ F min − F̄ ‖ ) is the optimal value ( ̄F is the average of

cloud phase under different weighting coefficients), then the fu-

sion phase is the optimal solution. 

The fused output is the result of cloud top phase fusion{ F min }. 

. Results and analysis 

We choose the No.20 tropical storm “Lupit” as the research ob-

ect with its thicker and multi-layer cloud structure. It was gen-

rated in the early morning of October 16, 2009, in the western

acific. In the following days, it gradually developed into a super

yphoon. Four satellites (Aqua, CALIPSO, CloudSat, and PARASOL)

ere just passing over the typhoon “Lupit” and acquired the ob-

erving data in October 21. The cloud top properties of typhoon

Lupit” can be shown in the Fig. 3 as a preview of the POLDER3

evel 2 product. The CALIPSO current algorithm is different from

he earlier versions, so we need to think about the observation

ime of the CALIPSO products. Considering that these products

ere observed in 2009, so we should refer to the version 2.4 of

ALIPSO data catalog released by NASA in 2007. In this version,

loud phase is determined by depolarization and backscattering

orrelation and combined temperature and backscattering thresh-

ld. 

According to the DSOF algorithm, we first preprocessed the

aser, microwave, and polarization data respectively. The CALIPSO

ata have a relative high resolution than other data. The informa-

ion of cloud phase is recorded in the VFM. According to the phase

f CALIPSO level 2 products, we find there is the same meaning to

 and 1, and the different meanings to 2 and 3 by comparing the

umerical value of CloudSat. Therefore, we unify cloud phase mask

 Table 1 ). According to the longitude and latitude of CALIPSO level

 products, the corresponding MODIS cloud phase is extracted, and

he phase format is unified to the defined mode. Similarly, there

re great differences in the representation of POLDER3 cloud phase

alues, so it necessary to simplify the POLDER3 cloud phase data

ith 0–99 changed to 3, 100–199 changed to 1, 200–229 changed

o 2, and others changed to 0 (see POLDER3-simple in Table 1 ).
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Fig. 3. Preview of POLDER3 product passed through the Typhoon “Lupit” (21 October 2009). (a) True color composite, (b) CTP of POLDER3. 

Table 1 

The cloud phase classification of different methods. 

Number CALIPSO CloudSat POLDER3-simple MODIS Unify 

0 Unknown Undetected Unknown Cloud-free Unknown 

1 Ice phase Ice phase Ice phase Water phase Ice phase 

2 Water phase Mixed phase Mixed phase Ice phase Mixed phase 

3 Mixed phase Water phase Water phase Mixed phase Water phase 
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Then we unify the expression of POLDER3 cloud phase (0 is un-

known or undetermined, 1 is ice phase, 2 is mixed phase, 3 is wa-

ter phase). This uniform cloud phase value is defined as a standard

fusion phase representation. 

After all products of four sensors are processed, we will get

the new CTP using the DSOF algorithm. We read cloud phase val-

ues from VFM and 2B-CLDCLASS-LIDAR respectively. The CTP is

obtained by making projection transformation from the vertical

profile data of CALIPSO, and the same to CloudSat. We take the

CALIPSO’s latitude and longitude as the reference standard. Then

the CTP of CloudSat, PARASOL, and MODIS are acquired by the

nearest search with the matching reference location. Using the

DSOF algorithm the fusion CTP can be obtained from POLDER3,
loudSat, and CALIPSO products. After that, the optimal fusion CTP

re processed by the DSOF method (shown in Fig. 4 ). 

Fig. 4 shows the latitude is limited to 0 °−30 ° on the basis of

ALIPSO data, and the longitude is limited to 131.2 °−124.4 ° Tak-

ng the latitude 0 °−30 ° as restrictive condition, the nearest search

ethod is used to obtain the value of other sensors correspond-

ng to the latitude and longitude of CALIPSO. The number 0 of CTP

s the unknown or undetermined clouds, 1 is ice phase clouds, 2

s mixed phase clouds, and 3 is water phase clouds. The purple

ots are the CALIPSO CTP algorithm ( Fig. 4 a), the blue dots are

he CloudSat CTP algorithm ( Fig. 4 b), the orange scatter dots are

he POLDER3 CTP algorithm ( Fig. 4 c), and the green dots are the

ODIS CTP algorithm ( Fig. 4 d). The red dots are the Fusion CTP of
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Fig. 4. Cloud phase of different sensors and methods passed through Typhoon “Lupit” with latitude from 0 ° to 30 ° (a) the CTP of CALIPSO, (b) the CTP of CloudSat, (c) the 

CTP of POLDER3, (d) the CTP of MODIS, and (e) the DSOF CTP of POLDER3, CloudSat, and CALIPSO. 
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ALIPSO, CloudSat, and POLDER3, which is computed by the DSOF

ethod ( Fig. 4 e). 

According to Fig. 4 , we calculate the proportion of cloud phase

btained by different algorithms, and we also get a fusion ratio by

sing the optimal rules established in Section 3 . These results of

loud phase are shown in Table 2 based on DSOF rule. When three

hase is not the same, the coefficients are changeable. Through sta-

istical analysis, we find that when all the coefficients take 1/3,

he fusion ratios are optimal. From the Table 2 , we find the ra-

io of water cloud by DSOF method is significantly smaller than

hat of CALIPSO, CloudSat and PARASOL. However, the ratio of un-

nown/water clouds by DSOF method is more close to that of

loudSat, and the ratio of ice/mixed phase clouds is more close
o that of CALIPSO. d  
. Discussion 

From Table 2 , it can be seen that there is a little difference in

he cloud proportion of active sensors CALIPSO and CloudSat, and

he ratio of unknown and undetermined area is 19.7% and 16.3%,

espectively, ice cloud’s ratio is 73.2% and 67.6%, mixed cloud’s ra-

io is 1.2% and 6.6% respectively, water cloud’s ratio is 5.8% and

.6%. By comparing the CALIPSO and CloudSat data, we know that

he ice cloud’s ratio is slightly lower, and the ratio of the undeter-

ined and clear area also decreased slightly, and the ratio of water

louds and mixed clouds have increased. The reason for the above

hanges is that the millimeter wave can penetrate most ice parti-

les, and the radar can obtain the reflection energy of most liquid

roplets of the vertical profile. Similarly, the CloudSat cloud phase
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Fig. 5. The CTP mean value ratio and error bar of typhoon area is counted by comparing DSOF method with others, the X-axis represents cloud phase classification, 0 is the 

unknown or undetermined, 1 is ice phase, 2 is mixed phase, 3 is water phase, and the Y-axis is CTP mean ratio. 

Table 2 

The ratio of cloud phase computed by different algorithm. 

Algorithm a b c Rule Unknown ratio Ice phase ratio Mixed phase ratio Water phase ratio 

CALIPSO 1 0 0 – 19.7% 73.2% 1.2% 5.8% 

CloudSat 0 1 0 – 16.3% 67.6% 6.6% 9.6% 

PARASOL 0 0 1 – 28.3% 38.6% 3.7% 29.4% 

MODIS – – – – 29.7% 42.5% 0 27.8% 

DSOF 1/3 1/3 1/3 DSOF 17.6% 71.7% 0.9% 9.7% 
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g  
inversion combined with CALIPSO laser radar backscatter informa-

tion makes the detecting accuracy of cloud top ice particles had

not been greatly reduced. 

From Table 2 , we can see that the cloud phase classification ra-

tios of passive sensor POLDER3 and MODIS are close, and the ratio

of the unknown and undetermined area is 28.3% and 29.8%, re-

spectively. The ratio of ice clouds is 38.6% and 42.5%. The ratio

of mix clouds is 3.7% and 0% (because MODIS’s latest product is

no longer producing mixed cloud data). The ratio of water clouds

is 29.5% and 27.8%, respectively. The ratio of ice clouds decreased

significantly, and the water clouds and undetected and clear sky

area increased significantly. Because the resolution of POLDER3 and

MODIS is low, and the detection of thin clouds and broken clouds

are not very good. Especially there are transparent clouds above

thick clouds and multilayer clouds. In POLDER3 multi-angle obser-

vation, it is easy to detect this part of clouds, so that the cloud

phase identification can penetrate the transparent part of cloud top

to reach the interior, thus identifying the internal water phase as

the top water clouds. Similarly, MODIS mainly uses the infrared

brightness temperature method to recognize cloud phase, and this

method is not sensitive to the temperature of thin cloud top and

base, and cannot identify transparent thin clouds. The proportion
f cloud phase obtained by DSOF is also shown in Table 2 , the ra-

io of unknown and undetermined regions is 17.6%, the ratio of ice

louds is 71.7%, the ratio of mix phase clouds is 0.9%, and the ra-

io of water clouds is 9.7%. We compared the CTP ratio of DSOF

ith the results obtained by the other four methods, and the mean

alue ratio and error bar is shown in Fig. 5 . The CTP mean ratio of

ALIPSO and DSOF is 18.7%, 72.5%, 1.0% and 7.8%. The CTP mean

atio of CloudSat and DSOF is 17.0%, 69.7%, 3.7% and 9.6%. The CTP

ean ratio of POLDER3 and DSOF is 22.9%, 55.2%, 2.3% and 19.6%.

he CTP mean ratio of MODIS and DSOF is 23.7%, 57.1%, 0.4% and

8.8%. From Fig. 5 a-d, we find the error bars are relatively short in

ig. 5 a and Fig. 5 b, at the same time the error bars are longer in

ig. 5 c and Fig. 5 d. The main reason for this difference is that the

esolution of CALIOP and CPR is higher than that of POLDER3 and

ODIS, and the lasers and millimeter waves can detect the particle

hase in the top and inside of the cloud. The POLDER3 and MODIS

ensors cannot effectively obtain the reflection information of thin

nd broken clouds. 

The standard deviation RSE x of the cloud phase of different al-

orithms and the fusion cloud phase is calculated. The calculation
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ormula is as follows: 

S E x = 

√ ∑ (
Ratio i x − Ratio i 

F usion 

)2 
(4) 

here i is the type of cloud phase ( i = 0, 1, 2, 3), and x is the cloud

hase identification of different sensors, and Ratio is the propor-

ion of different cloud phase in the cloud layer. 

We calculated the standard deviations between the results of

SOF CTP and other methods. The RSE of CALISPO is 4.67%, the RSE

f CloudSat is 7.18%, the RSE of POLDER3 is 40.14%, and the RSE

alue of MODIS is 36.51%. It can be seen that the fusion method

s very different from the passive sensors, which is close to the

alue of the active sensors and is closest to the CALISPO CTP. This

ethod can effectively reduce the range of undetected area and

ixed clouds, and effectively improve the detection efficiency of

ater clouds and accuracy of ice clouds. 

. Conclusions 

The level 2 products of the typhoon “Lupit” were observed by

our satellites of CALIPSO, CloudSat, POLDER3, and MODIS. The

escending dimension of multidimensional space is carried out.

nder the same resolution, the spatial fusion of three sensors

CALIPSO, CloudSat, and POLDER3) is realized by using the DSOF

ethod. Comparing the fused cloud phase with the other four sen-

ors, it is found that this method has obvious advantages in identi-

ying CTP, and its recognition effect is closer to cloud phase prod-

cts of laser sensor (CALIPSO), and the proportion of mixed clouds

re reduced about 0.3%. Compared with MODIS, the fusion results

f CTP showed that this method can greatly improve the recogni-

ion accuracy of thin and transparent clouds, and reduce the ratio

f water clouds and undetected and clear-sky area. 

The traditional cloud phase inversion mainly focuses on single

ensor or single direction, and the multi-sensor inversion is rela-

ively limited. The data that satisfies the collaborative processing is

elatively small. Space cooperative inversions of multi-sensor need

he consistent orbit height and synchronous observing condition.

n this paper, a combined algorithm of multidimensional spatial

ata is constructed by combining active and passive sensors, es-

ecially the combination of three sensors (POLDER3, CALIPSO, and

loudSat), so as to achieve the spatial synergy of cloud phase. This

ethod is a new attempt for CTP fusion, and we find that this

usion result is close to the active sensors at a time of minimal

hange in the cloud system. Furthermore, it has the following sig-

ificance for the cloud phase recognition of different sensors at

resent. It can extend the range of the data and supplements the

igh precision data. Additionally, the synergistic inversion can not

nly greatly improve the retrieval accuracy of cloud phase, but also

rovide new technology for cloud microphysical characteristic in-

ersion and a new solution for the development of multi-sensor

atellite. 
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